Strand

Preparation
distinguished from canonical knowledge

Strand 2.8: "having to say that otherwise oxygen, the oxygen finger..."

¿Why did Hershey do his 52 cysts?¿
¿Luria & headed?¿
¿Feulgen stain in bacteria?

Lwoff's cipher?

No one could have known < 1953 that all DNA had a common,
secondary structure. A statement that protein is DNA here totally
different meaning than is a nucleoprotein is unambiguous,
proteins have primary structures, essentially glycins & argins &
prosthetic groups. Even more clearly. As genes, it has a different translation. Remember that a cell turns over DNA &
reduces to daughter genes.

Was Griffiths premature?
Pasteur
mating types in fungi
Bacillus
Streptomyces
C. Herelle
Bennett - Wollman - Ogata
Griffiths

DNA in bacteria?

1953 Among 89 relatives
DNA in prokaryotes
DNA in eukaryotes

WILC

Kosswig
Ochoa
Meselson
Jencks
Dear [Name],

Compare 1944-49 vs. Avery

1946-51 vs. Lederberg

Personality effects. They were not significant...

Currently:
Don't shut 'em up. c-AMP/leucine.

Graph the early evolution scheme.
Watson-Crick was a bold stroke that advanced our penetration by 10 years.

What made DNA credible < 1953?

 Chargoff content of Watson-Crick DNA theory.

C SH papers or landmark.

Another: the postwar era.

Theory of chem. structure.